
Professional 200 Solargraph

TAG HEUER  AQUARACER



DRIVEN BY LIGHT

MADE FOR THE OUTDOORS

TAG Heuer unveils its Aquaracer Professional 200 

Solargraph, the brand’s first ever solar-powered watch. 


In addition to giving the Aquaracer Professional 200 

Solargraph an extraordinary and brightened look, the 

technology allows to do sports at night with this highly 

legible watch on the wrist.







Super-LumiNova®

The 3 hands as well as the unidirectional turning 

bezel are applied with Super-Luminova®.

CASEBACK

The black DLC crewed case back which features the 

cardinal points make this the prefect resistant 

companion for every outdoors adventure.

DIAL

The particular dial of the timepiece is partially 

transparent, allowing the movement to be charged 

by sunrays, and the specific blue green color gives 

off an intense and unique shade reminiscent of the 

incredible colors of the aurora borealis that light up 

the nights above the Artic Circles. A beautiful nod to 

the outdoor philosophy of the Aquaracer.

A PIECE OF TECHNOLOGY

TAG Heuer’s solar movement provides a host of 

guaranteed benefits. With the Solargraph movement, 

no need to change the battery of the watch, it 

recharges with the sun or artificial light. The 

movement needs only two minutes in full sunlight to 

keep the watch running for a whole day.



KEY FEATURES

BRACELET

This black rubber strap includes a black DLC folding 

clasp with double safety push-buttons with 

adjustement link extension.



EMBRACING THE ELEMENTS

Designed for those who love outdoor sports and 

adventures in nature – on land or in the water – the watch 

defined a new high-performance category of versatile 

wristwatches that could be relied on in extreme conditions.







KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT

TH50-00


“Eco-Drive” solar dial technology

FUNCTIONS

Hours, minutes, seconds


CASE

Black DLC steel sandblasted case


Sapphire crystal with double anti-

reflective treatment


Black DLC steel screwed case back


DIAL

Black sunray brushed dial


Black applied indexes, hour and minute 

hands with Super-Luminova®


3 o’clock angled date

SIZE

40 mm

WATER RESISTANCE

200 m

BRACELET

Black rubber strap


Black DLC steel folding clasp with 

double safety push-buttons with 

adjustment link extension

REFERENCE

WBP1112.FT6199



LEGIBLE AT ANY TIME

The Aquaracer Professional 200 Solargraph, with its new 

solar movement Solargraph, is specifically designed to be 

the perfect companion, from the crack of dawn to nightfall, 

and ever after. Thanks to this new technology, the watch is 

always standing out and legible whatever the surrounding 

light condition.




tagheuer.com

https://www.tagheuer.com/

